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Abstract

In order to protect the privacy of individual and the company,
we need to classify sensitive data. Text classification belongs
to natural language processing(NLP). In NLP, text informa-
tion is preprocessed firstly. In this process, we use the Bert -
pre-training model from google. Then, we use this model to
complete the task of senstive data classification by fine-tuning
Bert.

In the era of big data, data sharing and opening to enter-
prise development is increasingly prominent. Data has be-
come one of the most important production factors.

A large number of business data, which may include busi-
ness secrets and employee privacy information, are involved
in business management activities such as industry and ser-
vice, marketing support, business operation, risk control, in-
formation disclosure, analysis and decision-making. If these
data is leaked due to improper use, it may cause huge eco-
nomic losses, even damage enterprise’s credit.

Around data security, the state has promulgated a number
of laws in recent years. Our country attaches great impor-
tance to the protection of sensitive data, especially in key
infrastructure and various mobile applications. In order to
effecting and standardizing the protection of enterprise sen-
sitive data, the first problem is to classify the data to identify
sensitive data. We get the sensitive data so as to further carry
out open and dynamic data security governance around the
protected object, and solve the contradiction and unity of
data between open sharing and privacy protection.

The semantic recognition technology based on natural
language processing has been widely used in the existing
sensitive data recognition and classification, but there are
some problems as follows:

• It needs a large number of high-quality annotation data,
which costs a lot of manpower and time, and has high
construction cost.

• The ability of generalization is insufficient; the adaptabil-
ity to new business data is weak; the false positive rate
and false negative rate of sensitive data are high.

• It is difficult to carry out self-optimization and self-
learning. It also requires manual intervention from experts
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in the field of business and AI.

Introduction
NLP(Natural Language Processing) is one of the most dif-
ficult problems in artificial intelligence, because it is very
hard to make AI understand underlying meaning of hu-
man language. At the beginning, Rumelhart, Hinton and
Williams(1986) use word to represent dates. This idea has
since been applied to statistical language model with consid-
erable success by Bengio et al.(2003). After that, Mikolov
et al.(2013) introduced the Skip-gram model, an efficient
method for learning high-quality vector representations of
words from large amounts of unstructured text data. Based
on this, Mikolov et al.(2013) proposed Skip-gram model to
train word vectors.

Vaswani et al.(2017) gave a paper - Attention is all you
need, causing a sensation in the field of NLP. Vaswani
abandoned RNN or CNN architecture, and only used self-
attention and feed forward neural network to model contex-
tual information. Dai et al.(2019) proposed a novel neural
architecture Transformer-XL that enables learning depen-
dency beyond a fixed length without disrupting temporal
coherence. Wang et al.(2018) also proposed GLUE Bench-
mark for collection of diverse natural language understand-
ing tasks.

For NLP, language model pre-training is a good strat-
egy. Clark et al.(2020) proposed pre-training text encoders.
Brown et al.(2005) also proposed GPT-3. There are two ex-
isting strategies for applying pre-training language: feature-
based and fine-tuning. ELMo is a typical feature-based ap-
proach(Peters et al. 2018). It combines pre-training word to-
ken vectors or contextual word vectors, and learns a deep
bidirectional language model(biLM) and uses all its layers
in prediction. In addition, it also learns word token vectors
using long contexts rather than context windows. Radford
et al.(2018) proposed a fine-tuning approach - the Gener-
ative Pre-training Transformer(OpenAI GPT), which intro-
duces minimal task-specific parameters. Bert - Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers(Devlin et al.
2018) is also a fine-tuning approach which is a pre-training
model using deep bidirectional transformers for language
understanding.

Bert, the most popular language pre-training model, is
chosen in this text classification task as the following rea-



sons:

• It combines pre-training model and downstream tasks. In
other words, when doing downstream tasks, we still use
the model - Bert.

• It supports text classification tasks naturally, there is no
need to modify the model when doing text classification
task.

• Google provides several pre-training model files, we just
need fine-tune the pre-training model.

• The major limitation in today’s field of NLP is that stan-
dard language models are unidirectional, and this limits
the choice of architectures that can be used during pre-
training. Bert uses masked language models to enable pre-
training deep bidirectional representations.

Related Work
Since 2016, most studies have focused on the role of long-
term context semantics in word embedding and language
model pre-training on large-scale corpus. Dai and Le(2015)
use language model and sequence self coding to improve
the sequence learning of recurrent neural network(RNN),
which can be regarded as the beginning of modern PTMs.
It systematically expounds the epoch-making idea that the
upstream pre-training language model can be used for down-
stream specific tasks. This viewpoint is supported by a series
of experiments on classification tasks. Since then, PTMs has
gradually stepped into people’s vision.

Subsequently, Ramachandran, Liu and Le(2016) extended
above methods and proposed that the accuracy of the se-
quence to sequence(seq2seq) model(Sutskever, Vinyals and
Le 2014) could be improved by using the pre-training
method. He proves that the idea of pre-training model on a
large number of unsupervised data and fine-tuning model on
a small amount of supervised data are also effective for the
seq2seq model. Ramachandran proposes the idea of joint-
training of seq2seq objectives and language model objec-
tives to improve the generalization ability. The PTMs tech-
nology is further developed, which shows the versatility of
the method in NLP field.

With the development of computing power, the deep
model is constantly improved, and the architecture of PTMs
is advancing from the shallow to the deep. Dai and Le use
LSTM(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997), which solves the
problem of back propagation through time when RNN pro-
cesses timing models. However, Unidirectional LSTM can
only learn the above semantic information. Therefore, schol-
ars from the University of Bologna pioneered the Bidirec-
tional LSTM(Melamud, Goldberger and Dagan 2016). The
semantic information of context is integrated into the word
embedding, and the relationship between the popular word
embedding and language model at that time is carried on. It
shows that the vector representation containing context in-
formation can be trained with a large number of unlabelled
text data, which is significantly better than the traditional
word embedding.

In 2018, ELMo proposed a context sensitive text represen-
tation method, which performed amazingly on several typ-

ical tasks, and could effectively deal with polysemy. After
that, GPT(Radford et al. 2018), Bert and other pre-training
language models were proposed. PTMs technology began to
shine in the field of NLP.

With the SOTA(start of the art) results obtained by ELMo,
GPT, Bert and other pre-training models in NLP tasks, a
series of improved models based on Bert have been pro-
posed one after another. The pre-training models have been
widely used in various downstream tasks. These models
have greatly promoted the progress of NLP.

It is worth mentioning that the performance of Bert is a
milestone. It has achieved remarkable improvement in 11
basic tasks in the field of NLP. Bert’s emergence is based on
many important work in the early stage, and it is a master of
many important tasks. At the same time, the emergence of
Bert has greatly promoted the development of NLP. Many
follow-up studies are generally based on the Bert model. It
is generally believed that starting from the Bert model, the
field of NLP has finally found a way to carry out transfer
learning like computer vision.

The emergence of Bert has ushered a new era. After
that, a large number of pre-training language models have
emerged. These new pre-training language models can be
divided into several categories from the model architecture:
the improved model based on the Bert model, XLNet and
generation model represented by MASS.

Figure 1: The structure of Bert
.

Proposed Solution
Pre-training
In this text classification task, we choose pre-training model,
which is a better set of weights at the end of the training
sharing from researchers for others to use. The emergence
of pre-training model brings NLP into a new era. Here are
the advantages of it:

• It avoids being unable to train due to backward equip-
ments of researchers, especially GPU.

• It can be used to express the large-scale language corpus
and complete the subsequent language training.

• Pre-training provides a better model initialization, which
usually leads to a better generalization performance and
accelerates the convergence of the target task.



Figure 2: Representation of Input

• Pre-training can be regarded as a regularization to avoid
over fitting of small scale data.

Usually, there are two methods for pre-training. feature-
based is the process of using the trained network to extract
features from new samples. Then, we can input these fea-
tures into a new classifier to train from scratch. The princi-
ple of fine-tuning is to use the known network structure and
known network parameters to modify the output layer to our
own layer. We fine-tune the parameters of several layers be-
fore the last layer. In this way, the powerful generalization
ability of deep neural network is effectively utilized, and
complex model design and long-time training are avoided.
Fine-tuning is a suitable choice when the amount of data is
insufficient. Bert’s approach is a typical fine-tuning.

The Architecture of Bert
BERT is a pre-training model using deep bidirectional
transformers for language understanding. It uses the idea of
self-supervised learning, rather than training on any specific
NLP task. In this task, we obtain the Bert pre-training
model first. Then, we can fine-tune its output layer to adopt
our task. The model architecture of Bert(Figuer 1) is a
multi-layer biderectional transformer encoder. This thought
is similar to the model ELMo, but ELMo is a task-specific
model rather than a pre-training model.

The Input of Bert Although Bert is inspired by Trans-
former, instead of positional embeddings fixed magic num-
ber in transformer, Bert’s positional embeddings are learn-
able. Figure 2 shows that the input of Bert is the sum of three
embedding features. Among them, position embeddings is
to encode the location information of a word into a feature
vector. Location embeddings is an important part of intro-
ducing the location relationship of words into the model.
Segment embedding is used to distinguish two sentences,
such as whether B is the following part of A(dialogue scene,
question and answer scene, etc.). For sentence pairs, the
eigenvalue of the first sentence is 0 and the second sentence
is 1. Each input sequence is a pair of sentences, separated
by the token [SEP]. It adopted two learnable embeddings to
each sentence. [CLS] is a special classification embedding
for the first token of every sequence.

Masked Language Model(MLM) The task 1 of pre-
training is MLM, which masks some percentage of the input
tokens at random, and then predicting only those masked to-
kens. MLM use token to replace 15% tokens randomly, and
use the real token as the label to make it predict. Of course,
during fine-tuning, we can never see any [MASK] token. De-
vlin proposed the following strategy:
• 80% of the time: Replacing the word with the [MASK]

token.
• 10% of the time: Replacing the word with a random word
• 10% of the time: Keeping the word unchanged. The pur-

pose of this is to bias the representation towards the actual
observed word.

Next Sentence Prediction Next Sentence Prediction makes
the model understand the relationship between two text
sentences. If we choose the sentences A and B for each
pre-training example. There are 50% of the time B is the
actual next sentence that follows A, and another 50% of the
time it is a random sentence from the corpus.

The Output of Bert For text classification task, we sim-
ply plug the task specific inputs and outputs into Bert and
fine-tune all the parameters end-to-end. The output of Bert
is connected by a Multi-Class Neural Networks and softmax
layers(figure3). The output of the whole network is divided
into ten categories, which is the target of this text classifica-
tion. This task will be described in detail in the experiment
section.

Figure 3: Representation of Output



Automatic Data Annotation
Rule Based Approach Three rules are used here. Based on
single category words, the text consists of 10 categories - fi-
nance, property, furnishing, education, technology, politics,
game, entertainment, sports and fashion. If a paragraph of
text contains only one category word, it is considered as be-
longing to this category. For example, if a paragraph con-
tains only the category word ”education”, then it is regarded
as belonging to the category of education. With this method,
10475 samples can be labelled. Obviously, there are some
errors in this method, which will be corrected in the later
machine learning method.

Based on category words frequency, if a paragraph con-
tains more than one category words at the same time. For
example, if there are two category words of ”finance” and
”furnishing”, the number of times the category words ap-
pear in the text will be counted, and the category words with
the largest number of times will be used as the label of the
text. 3149 samples can be labelled with this method.

Based on custom rules: Except the labelled samples, the
remaining 19376 samples don’t contain category words.
Keyword matching method is used to determine the text cat-
egory. User-defined keyword matching rules are as follows:

Figure 4: User-defined keyword matching

If a keyword of a certain category appears in the text, it is
considered as belonging to this category. Through this rule,
12228 samples are labelled, and the number of each category
is shown in Table 1.

Finance Property Furnishing Education Technology
1724 583 249 544 1722
Politics Game Entertainment Sports Fashion
582 1810 2748 1899 367

Table 1: Text annotation results based on custom rules

Data Annotation Based on Word Embeddings Similarity
Firstly, the samples’ keywords are extracted to train the word
embeddings model. The word embeddings’ mean of 20 key-
words is used to represent the sentence embeddings of sam-
ples. Then, the sentence embeddings’ mean of each sample

is calculated as the category center embeddings. Next, the
cosine similarity between unlabelled samples and each cate-
gory center embeddings is calculated, and the one with high
confidence is selected to label. The steps are as follows:

• Sample cleaning, in order to avoid the poor quality of fea-
ture extraction due to the large number of symbols ap-
pearing in corpus, the space and punctuation in text are
deleted.

• Word segmentation is used to segment the text after sym-
bols are deleted. The cut function in ’Jieba’ toolkit can
accurately segment the word.

• It is helpful to better grasp the content of the text by re-
moving the words that have nothing to do with the theme
of the text, such as ”le” and ”zhi hu zhe ye”. Call the Chi-
nese stop glossary to remove the stop words in the text.
The common Chinese stop words are in CN stopwords.txt
File.

• The CBOW model, which is trained with the corpus after
word segmentation, is used to obtain the word2vec word
embeddings model.

• The first 20 keywords are extracted from all 40000 sam-
ples by ’Jieba’ toolkit, and the embeddings representation
of keywords is obtained by word embeddings model.

• 10 categories’ center embeddings are obtained by com-
puting category center embeddings of each category

• The cosine similarity between the sentence embeddings
of each sample, which is unlabelled, and the center em-
beddings of 10 categories is calculated. And the one with
the largest similarity is selected as the sample category.

Method Based on Self-learning (Data Driven) The idea of
data labelled by self-learning is to train a model with a small
number of high-quality samples, and this model is used to
predict the unlabelled data and labels the samples with high
prediction confidence. The steps are as follows:

• Original 7000 given annotation data(7 categories in to-
tal) + 1342 samples labelled based on Rules(1000 sports
+ 553 entertainment + 788 games). The data marked by
rules is to expand three categories of data: sports, enter-
tainment and games, which are not included in the orig-
inal 7000 samples. Above data are used to train the text
classification model based on the Bert pre-training model.

• Using the model trained in step 1, 33000 unlabelled data
were labelled with pseudo labels. The results with con-
fidence greater than the threshold value of 0.9 were la-
belled.

• The number of each category is limited to 3000, so as to
keep the balance of all kinds of samples and prevent the
imbalance of classifier discrimination due to the excessive
number of certain data. Finally, the data set is used for
self-learning.

Supervised Learning Based on Pre-training Model
Data Preprocessing Data loading and cleaning, after read-
ing these data, it is found that there is a ”group picture:”
string at the beginning of each sample of fashion category.



It is deleted to avoid the word frequency is too high, which
will affect the calculation of word frequency. The results of
one-hot coding for 10 category tags are as follows:
• Finance: 1,0,0,...,0
• Property: 0,1,0,...,0
• ...
• Fashion: 0,0,0,...,1
Bert Transfer Learning Loading the Bert pre-training
model. Because the project needs to classify ten categories
of text, the number of neurons in the output layer needs to be
adjusted to 10. The network is initialized with pre-training
parameters, then the network parameters are fine-tuned by
supervised learning with the data set constructed by our-
selves.

Experiments
Experimental Results Based on Word Embeddings
Similarity Data Annotation
Large Scale Data Annotation Based on Word Embed-
dings Similarity When the word embeddings similarity
method is used to label samples, a certain threshold is set for
the annotation results. When the confidence level is greater
than the threshold value, the annotation is considered to
be effective. The number of samples labelled under differ-
ent thresholds is shown in the second column of Table 2.
This part of data is combined with the given high-quality
labelled data(7000 samples), the data based on single cate-
gory words method(10475 samples) and the data based on
category words frequency method(3149 samples) to form a
large-scale annotation data set, which is trained based on the
Bert pre-training model. The experimental results are shown
in Table 2.

threshold high confidence scale dataset scale F1
0 19376 40000 75.00%

0.65 14858 35482 74.02%
0.70 11920 32544 74.89%
0.75 8040 28664 73.55%

Table 2: Experimental results based on word embeddings
similarity data annotation

Direct Labelled Test Set Based on Word Embeddings
Similarity This processing steps of this part are the same
as above, The difference is that 19376 unlabelled sam-
ples are ignored. Using the given high-quality labelled
data(7000 samples), data based on single category words
method(10475 samples), and data based on category words
frequency method(3149 samples). This part of the high-
quality annotation data is used as training set, and the la-
bels of the test set samples are obtained directly according
to the cosine similarity between the test set and the train-
ing set. This direct matching method can achieve 83.39% F1
on the test set, which is much higher than the neural network
method. It can be seen that the low quality of large-scale data
annotation is still the biggest reason for the performance of
deep learning.

Experimental Results Based on Self-learning Data
Annotation
1000 sports, 554 entertainment and 788 games is selected
to add to the original 7000 true labelled data to package the
classification training based on the Bert pre-training model.
The training result is 81.80%. This model is used for self-
learning training.

The first iteration of self-learning: The threshold value is
set to 0.9, and the test result is 82.48%. The reason why the
performance is not improved is that the training data cate-
gories are not balanced. According to the statistics of train-
ing set data distribution, it is found that the entertainment
category samples are the least, only 1940. Therefore, the first
1940 data in each category are selected to make the training
set. The network training with this data set can achieve the
83.02% F1 in the 9th round.

The second iteration of self-learning: Using the model of
the first round of iteration, a data set of self-training is ob-
tained again. However, the self-training method is to sort all
33000 classified output scores. We select the top n high score
data for training. When n = 2000, the test set F1 is 84.7%6,
and when n = 3000, the test set F1 is 84.23%.

The third iteration of self-learning: Using the model of the
second iteration and iterate again. Again, we train a data set.
The self-training method is still to sort all 33000 classified
output scores. We select the top n high score data for train-
ing. When n = 2000, test set F1 is 84.67%; when n = 3000,
test set F1 is 84.58%; when n = 4000, test set F1 is 85.42%.

When we obtained the category of text, we can grade this
text according to the category by fellowing rule:
• High risk: Finance, politics.
• Medium risk: Property, technology.
• Low risk: Education, fashion, game.
• Open to the public: Furnishing, sports, entertainment.

Conclusion
Generally speaking, the generalization ability of the project
model is not good enough, which mainly has two reasons:
On the one hand, there are 10 categories of 33000 unlabelled
data, while there are only 7 categories of training sets pro-
vided by network. Therefore, 3 categories of test data are not
marked. In semi supervised learning, the accuracy of data set
annotation is not high enough, so the quality of data set in su-
pervised learning is not high enough, which leads to the fail-
ure of training to obtain excellent neural network model. On
the other hand, in the process of data set construction, there
are various kinds of sample imbalance, which also brings
some difficulties to the learning of classification model.

The advantage of Bert for This Task
• We choose Bert pre-training model for its multi-layers

self-attention mechanism and bidirectional function.
• Bert proposes MASK and Next Sentence Prediction

machanism, which have a excellent performance in NLP
task

• Bert has small cost for its pre-training and fine-tuning
machanism.
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